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ConstructR

We "imagine"real numbers as a line...., ....

We know I *R, so there are gaps in R.

So the goal is tofill these gaps...
We look at2 ways;

*Dedekind Cut( Rudin ways

&Sup (Least Upper Bound) (More convenient ways



A B
*Dedekind Cut (
#
ition:Ifwe cut a line intotwo parts,there mustbe acutpoint.

#

of:Acut (A, B) onset X is a car, of setsuch that

DA, BFY, AUB =XE R, or Rafter itis constructed)

&I af A, x
-

xa =xEA. (Ahas upper bound al

=>be, x3b =xt.B (B has lower bound by

x

ofDedekind CutmR)
Exactly one the following holds:Dmax Aexists, 2 min B exists.

Back to D) Problem ofRC

Acuton R:A =[xER( x2,xx03U(x-k)x < 0)
B =[xeR/xz3

Note:Neither A, nor min B existsin R (gap!)-



BSup (Least Upper Bound)

Imition:
A &---. --.

Lef: r =supAifD is a upper bound, i.e. WAEA, rsa.

② Xr'cr, ZacAsuch thatI a

-

per Bound Properly Aset has LUB
propertyif

"FS'5, SF4, 5' has a upper bound -> sups'ts exists

Note:I has LUB property,
but e does not.

We now
prove 4 propositions related tothe LUB property



Iposition:A has no upper
bound.

<5) Suppose IN has a upper bound.

ByLUB property
of IR, sup/N=r exists.

Hence, EMEA such that n<r-1 (since r-1CW is not an upper bound)

=>n+1 > r( )

A
position:(Archimedean Property) Ax,yc0, I hEN such thatnx > y.

ppts Suppose the
propertyfails for some 4,720

=>I is an upper bound of [nxIne/NY
=>sup 3nx)ne/) =r exists

=>IneA, such thatnx > r-x

=>(n +1x) r(2)



position:int35/he/N3 =0

pt) suppose inf(5/he/N3 =3 < 0 -> FneN, 3.

=>FreN n = 5. i.e. IN has an upper bound. 7-2)

-xample [/neN)=SI, 5, E,-)has aup=1, int= 5.

#
osition:(Denseness ofD) Xx, y e1R, x<y = GERsuch thatx<qcy

sptS (Intuition:Wanttofind x<*<y => nx<m<ny (> n(y - x) > 1...)

Pick neIN such thatnly- x3> 1.

Since Im1, mze & such thatmeanx<m, (N has no upper bound

<up [ke//k1nx) =m-1 exists.
=>I has no lower or upper bound)

=>m - 1 nX < m. 3 =ux<m< ny #=>ny > nx+1)(m- 1) + 1 =m



Useful Techniques:

1. To prove "X=y", prove instead: "x,y
"

& "yc, x
"

2. To prove"x,y", prove instead:"FueI,
x+> Y" E) 2- xc UneIN

=>y - x= 0

=byX


